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Abstract

In this paper, we report the outcome of our activity in the frame
of the JRA1 work package of the SCIEnce project supported by the
European Commission Framework 6 Programme. The work in this
project is centered around SCSCP protocol which is a remote proce-
dure call framework, in which both protocol messages and data are
encoded in the OpenMath. By SCSCP different kinds of computer al-
gebra systems may offer services and some others may employ them.

In the first half of this document we present our development which
is a software package which supports the usage of SCSCP from Wol-
fram Mathematica. The second half of this document we report the
deployment of the SymGrid-Services software framework (developed
in the frame of the SCIEnce project as well) at the environment of the
RISC institute and the its integration with Wolfram Mathematica.
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1 Introduction

The RISC institute contributed with 8.8 Man-Months in the JRA1 work
package of the SCIEnce project (Symbolic Computation Infrastructure for
Europe), which was supported by the European Commission Framework 6
Programme. The JRA1 activity dealt with all the joint research activities
with respect to symbolic computation and grid computing in the frame of the
SCIEnce project. In this document we report the outcome of the contribution
of RISC to this research activity.

The SCIEnce project originally brings together the developers of four
powerful symbolic computation software packages (GAP [1], KANT [4],
Maple [6] and MuPAD [8]) and a major symbolic computation research insti-
tute (RISC-Linz) supported by research groups expert in essential underpin-
ning technologies, to unite the European community of researchers in, and
users of, symbolic computation.

The work in the SCIEnce project is centered around SCSCP [11] what
means the Symbolic Computation Software Composability Protocol. This pro-
tocol is a remote procedure call framework, in which both protocol messages
and data are encoded in the OpenMath [9]. This is one of the important
distinctive features of the protocol. The other one is that the OpenMath im-
plementations stay mainly within the computer algebra systems rather than
in custom-built wrappers.

By SCSCP a computer algebra system (CAS) may offer services and a
client may employ them. We envisage clients for this protocol including:

• A Web server which passes on the same services as Web services using
SOAP/HTTP protocols to a variety of possible clients;

• Grid middleware;

• Another instance of the same CAS (in a parallel computing context);

• Another kind of CAS running on the same computer system or re-
motely.

The current version of the protocol is 1.3, released in March 2009. The
protocol is accompanied by two OpenMath content dictionaries, scscp1 and
scscp2. Now a variety of SCSCP-compliant software tools is growing up,
including:

• Support of OpenMath and SCSCP in the following CASs:

GAP - with packages SCSCP and openmath [1],
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KANT - with the KANT 4 SCSCP Package [4],

MuPAD - with the MuPAD OpenMath Package [7],

Maple - with the Maple SCSCP Client and Server Packages [6]

Macaulay2 - with the OpenMath and SCSCP packages [5] and

Mathematica - with the software package, which is presented in this
document.

• Application Programming Interfaces to develop client and server SCSCP-
compliant applications:

Java Library java.symcomp.org for Java API for SCSCP and Open-
Math [3] and

C/C++ Library providing a C API [12]

We developed a software package called SCSCP4Mathematica [13] which
support the usage of OpenMath [9] and especially SCSCP remote procedure
call framework from Wolfram Mathematica.

SymGrid is a new Grid framework developed also in the frame of the SCI-
Ence project, which builds on and extends standard Globus middleware [2]
(version 4) capabilities, providing support for Grid Services and for orches-
tration of symbolic components into high-performance Grid-enabled applica-
tions forming a computational Grid. The project will initially integrate four
major computational algebra systems into SymGrid: Maple, GAP, Kant,
Mathematica and MuPAD (currently only the GAP and our Mathematica
integration is available). In this way, heterogenous symbolic components can
be composed into a single large-scale (possibly parallel) application. Sym-
Grid comprises two main middleware components:

SymGrid-Services provides a generic interface to Grid services, which may
be engines of computational algebra packages;

SymGrid-Par links multiple instances of these engines into a coherent
parallel application that may be distributed across a geographically-
distributed computational Grid.

We deal only the component SymGrid-Services [14] in this document,
which was developed by the eAustria Institute [10]. Modern Grid and Web
technologies allow simple access to remote applications and other services.
Services are exposed through standard ports, which provide mechanisms to
allow the discovery of new services and to support interaction with those ser-
vices. SymGrid-Services provides a set of WSRF-compliant interfaces from
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symbolic computations to both Grid and Web services, and allows straight-
forward encapsulation of symbolic computations as Grid service components,
including automatic client generation. Mathematical objects are communi-
cated between users and services using OpenMath protocols. We deployed
and tested the SymGrid-Services software framework in the computing envi-
ronment of RISC and integrated with Wolfram Mathematica.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we first give a short
overview how our SCSCP-Mathematica interface works; then we explain in
details the usage of this software package (e.g.: how to initialize the envi-
ronment, how to establish connection with SCSCP-server of a CAS, how to
perform blocking and non-blocking computations remotely, etc). In section 4
we describe how the third-party SymGrid-Services software packages was de-
ployed our computing environment at RISC and how was integrated with the
Wolfram Mathematica software.

2 SCSCP4Mathematica

We developed a software package called SCSCP4Mathematica [13] which per-
mits of the usage SCSCP remote procedure call protocol fromWolfram Math-
ematica. Our solution is based on java library called org.symcomp.scscp [3],
which is a pure Java library implementing SCSCP and it comprises the im-
plementation of both the client and the server side of the SCSCP-based inter-
action. Furthermore it uses another java library called org.symcomp.open-
math [13] for identifying the OpenMath objects contained by the SCSCP
messages and for performing the conversion the XML-based OpenMath ob-
ject representation and an internal, Java-based OpenMath Object represen-
tation.

In our software package we employ the J/Link [16] interface of Wolfram
Mathematica, which allows to call Java codes from Mathematica in a com-
pletely transparent way, and it also allows to use and control the Mathematica
kernel from a Java program.

On the client side, any request (given in Mathematica expressions) is al-
ways converted to the internal, Java-based OpenMath representation (with-
out any kind of pre-evaluation) and sent it to a given connected SCSCP-
compatible server (which is not necessarily another Mathematica kernel)
with the help of the provided client side SCSCP functionalities of the sc-
scp.symcomp.org java library

On the server side of our solution we implemented a server program based
on the server functionalities of org.symcomp.scscp. This server program is
always started by a Mathematica kernel and its task is to identify the Open-
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Figure 1: Short Description of the Functions of the SCSCP Mathematica
Package

Math objects in the SCSCP client requests (which can be received from
any kind of SCSCP-compatible applications) and to forward them in XML
format to the associated Mathematica kernel (via J/Link functionality) for
evaluation. The corresponding Mathematica functions of our software solu-
tion convert the received XML structure to a Mathematica expression (with
the help of our developed OpenMath Mathematica package part of the SC-
SCP4Mathematica software framework, see Appendix A), evaluate it and
send the result back to Java-based server in the internal, Java-based Open-
Math representation of the java.symcomp.org library. Finally the Java-based
server wraps the result into an SCSCP message and returns it to the client.

Summarizing all these things above, a user only needs to interact with SC-
SCP via a conventional Mathematica frontend i.e., she or he operates within
the familiar Mathematica environment for writing and executing remote pro-
cedure calls. All the underlying mechanisms provided by SCSCP4Mathe-
matica is transparent for here. Figure 1 depicts a complete list of the func-
tions of the SCSCP package with a short description. Our software packages
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Figure 2: Starting the Server from Mathematica

were tested with Wolfram Mathematica 7. The downloadable version in-
cludes all required third-party library.

2.1 Usage of SCSCP4Mathematica Server

To start an SCSCP server for Mathematica, the user must start a Mathemat-
ica frontend and load the SCSCP package first, see Figure 2. As an output
the implemented OpenMath content dictionaries will be listed on the screen.
These contains those OpenMath symbols whose conversion to Mathematica
expressions is implemented. As we will discuss in Section 2.6 this list has
only importance if Mathematica interacts with other kinds of CAS (in that
case if two or Mathematica kernels exchange messages with each other any
kind of Mathematica function symbols can be applied in the SCSCP remote
procedure calls).

After the SCSCP package was loaded, we should initialize the Java en-
vironment by specifying the location of the SCSCP4Mathematica.jar as the
argument of the function SCSCPInit, see figure 2 (the default location is the
current directory). This jar file contains all the necessary java resources (both
third-party java.symcomp.org library and our developed server application
and J/link integration).

Final step for starting the server, is to specify the communication port and
level of log messages (from 1 to 5) as arguments of the function SCSCPServer,
see Figure 2. Then the server is started and ready to accept client requests.
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Figure 3: Initialization of the Socket connections to the Servers

The example presented in Figure 2 is available in the Mathematica note-
book file TestSCSCPServer.nb which is part of the SCSCP4Mathematica
software package.

2.2 Usage of SCSCP4Mathematica Client

In order to start to use the client functionalities of SCSCP4Mathematica from
a Mathematica frontend, the user must load the SCSCP package and initialize
the Java environment with the function SCSCPInit first as in the case of the
starting of a server. Then she should establish (socket) connection(s) to the
server(s) which will perform the remote computational tasks, see Figure 3.
The SCSCPConnect function expects two parameters the IP address and port
number of a server and returns the identifier of the connection which can be
given in a particular computational request.

After the steps described above we can start to execute remote com-
putation as it is presented in the remaining part of the section. All the
examples presented below are available in the Mathematica notebook file
TestSCSCP.nb which is part of the SCSCP4Mathematica software package.

2.3 Remote “Blocking” Computations

In this section we will deal with remote “Blocking” computations which can
be triggered with the function SCSCPComputeBlocking and which expects
three arguments (see Figure 4):

• the first is a Mathematica expression which is going to be evaluated
remotely,

• the second is the type or the name of the addressed service on the
server (in the case of a Mathematica server program the value of this
argument is “mathematica”). It is possible that a single server appli-
cation provides more than one service, e.g.: our java server program
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Figure 4: Remote “Blocking” Computations of a Simple Mathematica Ex-
pression

can include the code of additional service handlers besides the cur-
rent Mathematica service handler. So it is necessary to address the
requested service explicitly.

• the third parameter is the identifier of the connection to the corre-
sponding server which was returned by the function SCSCPConnect.

The function SCSCPComputeblocking remains blocked as long as the re-
sult provided by the given server is not available on the local Mathematica
kernel.

We should also mention few additional sentences about the first argu-
ment (the expression which is intended to evaluate remotely) of the function
SCSCPComputeblocking:

• A simple Mathematica expression can easily be given as an argument
in the argument list, see Figure 4,

• but in the case of a more complex expression which has to be defined
in one or more separate lines, the user must employ the Mathematica
structure Hold in order to prevent the evaluation of the expression in
the local kernel, see Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Remote “Blocking” Computation of a Compound Mathematica
Expression

2.4 Remote “Non-Blocking” Computations

It is also possible to trigger a remote computation in a “non-blocking” way.
For this, the user has to apply the function SCSCPCompute, which has the
same parameter list and it can be used in the same manner as the function
SCSCPComputeBlocking. The difference is that SCSCPCompute returns im-
mediately (after the computational request was sent to the given server) and
returns with a token which identifies the computation, see Figure 6.

This makes possible for the users to perform several time consuming com-
putations concurrently on remote servers. The state of a particular compu-
tation can be always checked with function SCSCPProbe, which expects the
token of a particular computation and the connection which identifies the
server as arguments. If the state of a computation is “READY”, then we
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Figure 6: Triggering Remote “Non-Blocking” Computations Concurrently

can query the outcome of the computation with the function SCSCPWait, see
Figure 6. It also expects the token of a particular computation and the con-
nection which identifies the server as arguments and returns with the result
of the given computation.

2.5 Closing Connection with the Servers

All established connections with the servers can and must be closed with the
function SCSCPConnectionClose after the user finished to perform her re-
mote computations on a particular server. The function expects the identifier
of the connection as an argument.
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Figure 7: Using Mathematica Symbol “Integrate” in the interaction, which
is not defined by the Currently Implemented OpenMath CDs

2.6 A Useful “Hack” in the Interaction of Mathemat-
ica Kernels

As was mentioned before, in the SCSCP interaction of Mathematica kernels,
it is not necessary that an applied Mathematica function symbol have an
OpenMath symbol pair contained by the implemented OpenMath content
dictionaries. The reason for this phenomenon is our implemented conversion
algorithm between Mathematica expressions and OpenMath objects. If this
algorithm find a Mathematica symbol which do not have OpenMath sym-
bol pair in the available content dictionaries, it translates it as a normal
OpenMath variable. But at the other way round if the algorithm intends to
interpret an OpenMath variable as a part of a Mathematica expression, it
always attempts to associate with a Mathematica function symbol. So if this
is managed the symbol is not treated anymore as a variable.

The consequence of this is that any kind of Mathematica function sym-
bols can be used in the communication of Mathematica kernels independently
whether they can be translated to OpenMath format or not. For instance
the current version of the SCSCP4Mathematica software package does not
contain the OpenMath content dictionary “calculus1” which contains the
symbol of the indefinite and definite integrations. However integration ex-
pressions can be computed remotely by another Mathematica kernel via the
SCSCP remote procedure call framework, see Figure 7.

2.6.1 Executing User-Defined Mathematica Functions Remotely

The way how the conversion between Mathematica expressions and Open-
Math object is implemented makes also possible to perform user-defined
Mathematica functions (applying the Mathematica structure Module) on a
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Figure 8: Remote Execution of a User defined Mathematica Function

remote Mathematica kernel, see Figure 8.
In this case, the definition of the user defined function must be wrapped

in the same Hold structure as any compound Mathematica expression (see
Section 2.3) in order to prevent any kind of (pre-)evaluation and the definition
must be sent to a server before any invocation of the newly defined function.
Of course in this case the server not provide any output (just accepts the
function definition). After this step the user defined function can be invoked
through its name and with particular argument list on the same remote
server.

3 A Parallel Mathematica Program

Based on SCSCP

To demonstrate the capability and the effectiveness of our new SCSCP4-
Mathematica software package, we developed a small distributed application
in Mathematica based on the remote procedure call functionality of the SC-
SCP protocol. This program is able to factorize a list of polynomials in
parallel on several Mathematica kernels running on different hosts (for the
source code, see Appendix B).

In the test cases, 20 pieces of bivariate polynomials were generated locally
on the frontend machine. Each such a polynomial can be decomposed to the
product of 50 basic polynomial factors. The expanded sizes (after all multi-
plication were performed) of these polynomials were between 800Kb-1020Kb
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Figure 9: Remote Execution of a User defined Mathematica Function

(in Mathematica input format) and their highest degree were between 132
and 185. Their factorizations were performed by 1, 5 and 10 Mathematica
kernel(s) such that each kernel was executed on a different machine. All com-
puters involved in these tests are equipped with Pentium 4 3GHz CPUs and
execute Debian Linux. The computers were connected into a LAN network
at RISC institute

The test case performed on a single machine was executed locally on
the frontend. In the other two test cases, the generated polynomials were
distributed among some factorization tasks and these task were scheduled
to some (already) remotely running Mathematica kernels as non-blocking
computations.

Each execution value in Figure 9a depicts the best execution time of 5
computations (with the same polynomials). In the case of the usage of 5
machines, we speeded up the computation by a factor of 3.65; while in the
case of the usage of 10 computers the speedup factor was 5.4, see Figure 9.

One can observe in Figure 9c that the efficiency (per computational re-
source) in the distributed computations decreased relatively fast if we use
more and more distributed computational resource. Such degrees of per-
formance drop cannot be explained only with communication latencies. It
seems to us that the non-blocking SCSCP RPC mechanism implemented by
the third party java.symcomp.org library [3] applies some kind of synchro-
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nization with the server side. As long as the data belonging such a call
are not converted into OpenMath format, not received by the corresponding
server and the server does not acknowledge the received call, the next call
on the client side cannot be triggered. This kind of hand-shaking mechanism
can cause significant delay in case of bigger computational tasks.

Since our computational tasks contain some quite long data (all polyno-
mials were transferred from the client to the servers in a “not expanded”
product form as they were generated; their sizes in this shape were around
couple of Kilobytes) in a special kind of string format (XML-based Open-
Math representation), the overhead of the compositions and decomposition
of the exchanged messages and of the mentioned hand-shaking mechanism in
the parallel computations were remarkable (more than 1 second/polynomial).

It may be possible to overcome this issue easily, if each non-blocking
SCSCP call can be performed by a separate thread in a subsequent version
of the java.symcomp.org library.

4 SimGrid-Services

One of the benefits of the current service-oriented architectures is the easy
static composition of geographically scattered services into complex applica-
tions. Dynamic composition is more difficult to achieve with the current tech-
nologies. The SymGrid-Services software framework was developed by the
eAustria Institute [10] and it proposes a practical solution for dynamic com-
position of the facilities provided by Computer Algebra Systems, based on
Grid services and the WS-BPEL [15] standard Web service orchestration
language.

SymGrid-Services [14] provides a set of WSRF-compliant interfaces from
Computer Algebra Systems (CASs) to both Grid andWeb services, and allows
straightforward encapsulation of CASs as Grid service components. Mathe-
matical objects are communicated between users and services by using Open-
Math protocols

SymGrid-Services software framework consists of two main components:

Client Manager component responsible for managing the WS-BPEL work-
flows submitted by the clients of the system

CAS Server component which is implemented as a Grid Service and acts
like a wrapper for various SCSCP enabled CASs.

The two components can be deployed on the same machine, but they
are intended to be deployed on different machines. The Client Manager co-
ordinates one or more CAS Servers which in turn can communicate with
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several SCSCP-enabled CASs for performing the computations. Addition-
ally, a command-line clients was implemented for this web-service dynamic
composition framework by the eAustria Institute. In this section, we describe
the deployment of the SymGrid-Services software framework (developed in
the frame of the SCIEnce project as well) at the environment of the RISC
institute. Furthermore we also report the integration (attempt) of SymGrid-
Service with Wolfram Mathematica, though we still have some unresolved
technical issues regarding this procedure.

4.1 Dependencies

The Client Manager component is based on an Apache Tomcat server (ver-
sion 5.5) with Axis (version 1.4), ActiveBPEL and Apache ActiveMQ (ver-
sion 5.3.0). The application also uses a PostgreSQL database the user also
must have a PostgreSQL database server on the local machine or on another
machine. The application requires the Java 2 SDK version 5.0 or later. The
installation script uses Apache Ant so the user will also need an Apache Ant
distribution (version 1.6 or later).

The environment variables JAVA HOME (indicating the path to the Java
SDK installation directory) and ANT HOME (indicating the path to the
Apache Ant directory) must be defined prior to running the installation batch
file (install-cm.bat — install-cm.sh). Also, the user must set an environment
variable called AGSSO HOME pointing to the location where the container
of the Client Manager will be installed.

The CAS Server component also requires Apache ActiveMQ. For the CAS
Server component the user also need the GLOBUS toolkit (version 4.2.1(!))
installed. She also need the PostgreSQL database on the local machine or
another. The application requires the Java 2 SDK version 5.0 or later. The
installation script uses Apache Ant so the user will also need an Apache Ant
distribution (version 1.6 or later).

4.2 Installation Guide

The first step of the installation process of any component requires the user
to edit the file system.properties. Here she must set

• the hostname for your PostgreSQL database server,

• the user and the password necessary for connecting to this server,

• the hostname and the port of the Tomcat Server.
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• Also search for any field surrounded by <> and modify it as necessary.

The installation in a local Apache Tomcat container can be done using the
install-activemq.sh script. The ActiveMQ message queues are seen as JNDI
resources by Tomcat and so the user has to specify the factories for these
resources. In order to do this she must edit to Apache Tomcat configuration
files as follows:

1. in conf/server.xml in the GlobalNamingResources element the user
must add the following child elements:

• <Resource name="LocalTaskScheduledQueue" auth="Container"

type="org.apache.activemq.command.ActiveMQQueue"

description="LocalTaskScheduledQueue"

factory="org.apache.activemq.jndi.JNDIReferenceFactory"

physicalName="LocalTaskScheduledQueue"/>

• <Resource name="LocalTaskReadyQueue" auth="Container"

type="org.apache.activemq.command.ActiveMQQueue"

description="LocalTaskReadyQueue"

factory="org.apache.activemq.jndi.JNDIReferenceFactory"

physicalName="LocalTaskReadyQueue"/>

2. in conf/context.xml in the <Context> element add the following child
elements:

• <ResourceLink global="jms/ConnectionFactory"

name="jms/ConnectionFactory"

type="org.apache.activemq.ActiveMQConnectionFactory"/>

• <ResourceLink global="LocalTaskScheduledQueue"

name="LocalTaskScheduledQueue" type="javax.jms.Queue"/>

• <ResourceLink global="LocalTaskReadyQueue"

name="LocalTaskReadyQueue" type="javax.jms.Queue"/>

The user can install the Client Manager component by running the in-
stallation script file install-cm.sh. Prior to running this file, the Post-
greSQL server must be up and running. After the successful installation of
the package the user should be able to access the composing web service
at the following URL: http://localhost:8070/axis/services/science/
ClientManager.

The user can install the CAS Server component by running the installa-
tion script file install-cs.sh. Prior to running this file, the PostgreSQL
and the GLOBUS Container server must be up and running.
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4.3 Mathematica Integration

In this section, we report how to integrate an SCSCP-enabled Mathemat-
ica kernel into SymGrid services though we have to mention we still have
some unresolved technical issues with this procedure. The first step to reg-
ister a Wolfram Mathematica kernel instance as a service is to issue the
command “mathematica TestSCSCPServer.nb” on the machine where the
service will be hosted and perform the Mathematica functions in the opened
Mathematica frontend as it is described in Section 2.1. After this a SCSCP-
Mathematica server is listening for SCSCP client request on the given port
(in the notebook file the port 26133 is used).

Then the next step is to configure the CAS server of SymGrid-Services
software package to interact with the started SCSCP-Mathematica server. It
can be done by a software tool called Local Registry Administration(LRA)
application which can be run with the script file run-lregadmin.sh.

The LRA application allows the system administrator of the node where
the CAS Server was installed to set properties that have a direct impact on
the functionality of the CAS Server. In following, we will describe how a
new SCSCP-enabled CAS instance (e.g.: Mathematica) can be register in
the CAS Server. A more detailed description can be found in [14].

4.3.1 Adding New Host to the CAS Server

The execution infrastructure that the CAS Server is able to expose at hard-
ware level may be composed of a single machine or even multiple machines.
The CAS Servers information system must be aware of the existence of every
machine that is part of the infrastructure. The machines cannot be contacted
directly by a remote client.

The data that must be given when registering a machine to the CAS
Server in the LRA application are:

Name this may be any string meaningful for the administrator. It should
be unique in the scope of the same CAS Server.

CPU Power the computational power of the processors installed on the
machine. This value must be specified in MHz. If multiple processors
exist, this value represents the value corresponding of a single processor.

Maximum CPU Power the maximum CPU power that may be allocated
to solve tasks received from the CAS Server. This value should be
expressed in MHz.

Processors # total number of processors available on the machine.
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Figure 10: Registering New CAS Instance (like SCSCP-Mathematica Server)
to the CAS Server

Total RAM the total RAM installed on the machine. This value must be
expressed in Mbytes.

Available RAM the total RAM available for execution. This value must
be expressed in Mbytes.

Available HDD Space the total storage space available to the CAS Server.
This value must be expressed in Mbytes.

Comments additional comments relevant for the described machine.

Of course, it makes sense to register a new host, if and only if subsequently
a new CAS instance available on this host will be register as service in the
CAS server as well,see Section 4.3.2.

4.3.2 Adding Mathematica to the CAS Server

The CAS instances (like Mathematica) are the components that perform the
tasks submitted by the client. Any task submitted by a client is atomic in
the sense that it will be executed by a single CAS instance that is able to
understand all the method/symbols used to describe the task.
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The CAS Server is able to submit a task only if it has detailed infor-
mation about the CAS that shall run the task. Therefore, after registering
a certain machine to the CAS server, the administrator must register the
CASs installed on that machine to the CAS Server via the LRA application,
see Figure 10. Registering a certain CAS to the CAS Server requires the
following information:

CAS Name the name of the CAS. This value must be unique in the scope
of the machine(e.g.: mathematica).

Installed On specifies the machine where the CAS is installed. The correct
machine must be selected from the list of already registered machines.

Description a small comment regarding the CAS. This value will be ad-
vertised and is visible to remote clients.

Example an example of CAS usage, if appropriate.

CAS location the path to the executable script that starts the CAS as
a new process. This value is used when the CAS does not support
SCSCP (so it is not applicable in our case).

Library Dir the location of the additional libraries that the CAS may need
to load in order to solve the task.

Machine Address the hostname of the machine where the CAS running
as an SCSCP-enabled server.

TCP/IP Port the port where the CAS is listening as an SCSCP-enabled
server. Usually this is 26133.

Can Pause valid values are “TRUE” or “FALSE” and specifies if the CAS
instance is able to pause the execution of a task and resume it later.
This feature is not available to in SCSCP-enabled Mathematica (so it
should be “FALSE”).

Once a CAS is registered to the CAS Server, the system administrator
must specify which methods and/or (in case of SCSCP support as in the
case of Mathematica) which OpenMath symbols are available for remote
invocation. This operation must be accomplished in two steps:

1. some OpenMath symbols should be registered to the CAS server (see
Section 4.3.3) and,

2. it should be specified which CAS implements which OpenMath symbols
(see Section 4.3.4).
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Figure 11: Linking an OpenMath Symbol to Mathematica

4.3.3 Adding an OpenMath Symbol to the CAS Server Registry

Adding a new OpenMath symbol to the registry may be achieved in two
steps. Every OpenMath symbol must be part of a package of symbols, called
OpenMath content dictionary. Before adding the symbol the corresponding
OpenMath CD must already be registered to the CAS Server via the LRA
application. In order to register a new OpenMath CD, the following data
must be given:

OpenMath CD Name the name of the OpenMath CD. This value must
be unique in the scope of the CAS Server registry.

Description a short description of the OpenMath CD.

After this step, the new OpenMath symbol can be registered into the CAS
Server via LRA application. For this, the following data must be provided:
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OpenMath Symbol Name the name of the OpenMath symbol. This
name must be unique in the scope of a certain OpenMath CD.

OpenMath CD the OpenMath CD to which the symbol belongs.

Description a short description of the OpenMath symbol. This description
is visible by the clients of the CAS Server.

4.3.4 Linking an OpenMath Symbol to Mathematica

If a CAS is able to parse calls described as OpenMath objects (e.g.:SCSCP
calls) then it can be linked to particular OpenMath Symbol in the CAS server.
Usually, a certain CAS is able to understand only a subset of symbols and
if more than one CAS is installed on the CAS Server, it is possible that the
same symbol is supported by multiple CASs. Furthermore, administrator
may control which symbols are supported by a particular CAS. The form
that allows registering an OpenMath symbol as supported by a certain CAS
is depicted in Figure 11.

4.4 Example For a Parallel Workflow Execution

In this section we explain how to perform an XML-based workflow descrip-
tion on some SCSCP-enabled CAS servers (GAP, Mathematica, etc.) which
are orchestrated as grid services. In the presented example we will factorize
two numbers in parallel. In order to perform the factorization in Mathemat-
ica, the OpenMath symbol “factorial” (located in the content dictionary
“integer1”) must be linked to two(!) registered SCSCP-enabled Mathemat-
ica kernel instances in the CAS server, see Section 4.3.

In the applied workflow description depicted in Figure 12, the tag <paral-
lel> denotes the template pattern (see the second line in the Figure 12)
which describes how to execute (either in a single sequence, repeatedly, non-
deterministically or in parallel) the nested computational tasks.

The tag <casid> denotes the type of the CAS which is addressed to
perform a particular computational task (see the fourth line in the Figure 12),
so its value can be “GAP”, “mathematica” or any other SCSCP-enabled CAS
which is configured as a service. The user can find some additional XML-
based workflow examples in the currently available version of the SymGrid-
Services software package [14] under the directory test-files.

The execution always takes at least couple of minutes at least (indepen-
dently from the given computational tasks and the applied CAS), because the
startup phase of the Globus WSRF framework and of the robust SymGrid-
Services framework which produce sizeable overheads.
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Figure 12: XML Workflow of Parallel Executions of two Factorization Tasks

4.4.1 Running the Client Manager

1. Start the container of the client manager: $AGSSO HOME/bin/

startup.sh

2. Start the SCIEnce scheduler using the run-cm-scheduler.sh script.

3. The Client Manager Web service is now available at URL
http://localhost:8070/axis/services/science/ClientManager

4.4.2 Running the CAS Server

1. Start the SCIEnce scheduler using the run-cs-scheduler.sh script.

2. Start the GLOBUS container.
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3. The CAS Server is now available at URL http://localhost:<globus_

port>/wsrf/services/science/GridCASFactoryService

4.4.3 Execution and Management of Workflows

The user should use the
deploy-workflow.sh script to submit a workflow to the Client Manager.
The script takes two arguments:

• the hostname and port of the container: <hostname>:<port>,

• the path to a file containing the XML description of the workflow (few
workflow samples can be found in the test-files directory of the
SymGrid-Services software package [14].

For executing the workflow depicted in Figure 12, the user must issue the
following command:

deploy-workflow.sh localhost:8070 test-files/parallel.xm

The script show-workflow.sh can be used to view the tasks of a workflow
along with their current status. The script takes two arguments:

• the hostname and port of the container of the client manager: <host-
name>:<port>,

• the ID of the workflow as returned by the deploy-workflow.sh script.

For instance, the user can check the state of a particular workflow by issuing
the command:

show-workflow.sh localhost:8070 123434

where the last argument is ID of the workflow.

get-wf-result.sh can be employed to view the result of a task in a
workflow. The script takes three arguments:

• the hostname and port of the container of the client manager:<host-
name>:<port>,

• the ID of the workflow as returned by the deploy-workflow.sh script

• the ID of the task as returned by the show-workflow.sh script.

For instance, the user can issue the following command to get the result of a
task of a workflow:
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get-wf-result.sh localhost:8070 123434 invoke 0

If the user wants to pause/resume/cancel one or more previously submit-
ted workflows she can use the manage-workflow.sh script. The script takes
three parameters:

• the hostname and port of the container of the client manager: <host-
name>:<port>,

• the ID of the workflow as returned by the deploy-workflow.sh script

• one of the three operation names: pause corresponds to pause a work-
flow, resume corresponds to resume a workflow or cancel corresponds
to cancel a workflow.

For instance, the user can issue the following command in order to cancel a
workflow:

manage-workflow.sh localhost:8070 123434 cancel
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Figure 13: Short Description of the Commands of the OpenMath Package

Appendix A : The Developed OpenMath In-

terface for Mathematica

Besides the SCSCP package, we developed another mathematica package
called OpenMath, which is responsible for the conversions among following
data representation formats back and forth:

• between the (internal) Java-based representation of OpenMath objects
(used by the java.symcomp.org package) and the XML-based Open-
Math format,

• between the (internal) Java-based representation of OpenMath objects
and Wolfram Mathematica expressions and

• between the XML-based OpenMath format and Mathematica expres-
sions.

Figure 13 depicts a complete list of the functions of our OpenMath package
with a short description. Most of them are useful only for supporting the
functionalities of our SCSCP package. But the conversion rules between the
XML-based OpenMath format and Mathematica expressions may be useful
for other purposes e.g.: for supporting OpenMath standard from Mathemat-
ica applications, see Figure 14.

All supported OpenMath content dictionaries are organized into distinct
“tiny” mathematica packages. These small packages consist of only the
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Figure 14: Conversion of a Compound Mathematica Function

mapping rules between the OpenMath symbols of the particular content
dictionary and corresponding mathematica function symbols. On the ba-
sis of the existing packages new content dictionaries can be add easily to
SCSCP4Mathematica software framework. If a new OpenMath content dic-
tionary package is implemented, the package name (which corresponds to the
file name and the name of the list of the new mapping rules, too) must be
add to the list ”CDs” in the OpenMath.m package file (and that is it). Then
the OpenMath package is able to use the mapping rules of the new content
dictionary (so do the SCSCP package).
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Appendix B : The Mathematica Source of the

Distributed Polynomial Factorization

The Server Side

FactorPolyList[l ]:=Module[{list = {}},FactorPolyList[l ]:=Module[{list = {}},FactorPolyList[l ]:=Module[{list = {}},
Do[list = {list,Factor[Expand[Part[l, i]]]}, {i,Length[l]}];Do[list = {list,Factor[Expand[Part[l, i]]]}, {i,Length[l]}];Do[list = {list,Factor[Expand[Part[l, i]]]}, {i,Length[l]}];
Flatten[list]Flatten[list]Flatten[list]
]]]

Needs["SCSCP̀"]Needs["SCSCP̀"]Needs["SCSCP̀"]
SCSCPInit[]SCSCPInit[]SCSCPInit[]
StartSCSCPServer[26133, 1]StartSCSCPServer[26133, 1]StartSCSCPServer[26133, 1]

The Client Side

GeneratePoly[n ]:=GeneratePoly[n ]:=GeneratePoly[n ]:=
Module[{p = 0, coef1, coef2, coef3, powerA, power1, power2},Module[{p = 0, coef1, coef2, coef3, powerA, power1, power2},Module[{p = 0, coef1, coef2, coef3, powerA, power1, power2},
While[p==0,While[p==0,While[p==0,
p = 1;p = 1;p = 1;
Do[coef1 = Random[Integer, {−5, 5}];Do[coef1 = Random[Integer, {−5, 5}];Do[coef1 = Random[Integer, {−5, 5}];
coef2 = Random[Integer, {−5, 5}];coef2 = Random[Integer, {−5, 5}];coef2 = Random[Integer, {−5, 5}];
coef3 = Random[Integer, {−5, 5}];coef3 = Random[Integer, {−5, 5}];coef3 = Random[Integer, {−5, 5}];
powerA = Random[Integer, {−5, 10}];powerA = Random[Integer, {−5, 10}];powerA = Random[Integer, {−5, 10}];
power1 = If[powerA < 0, 0, powerA];power1 = If[powerA < 0, 0, powerA];power1 = If[powerA < 0, 0, powerA];
powerA = Random[Integer, {−5, 10}];powerA = Random[Integer, {−5, 10}];powerA = Random[Integer, {−5, 10}];
power2 = If[powerA < 0, 0, powerA];power2 = If[powerA < 0, 0, powerA];power2 = If[powerA < 0, 0, powerA];
p = p ∗ (coef1 ∗ x∧power1 + coef2 ∗ y∧power2 + coef3)p = p ∗ (coef1 ∗ x∧power1 + coef2 ∗ y∧power2 + coef3)p = p ∗ (coef1 ∗ x∧power1 + coef2 ∗ y∧power2 + coef3)
, {n}]]; p], {n}]]; p], {n}]]; p]

ListOfPoly[m , n ]:=Module[{list = {}},ListOfPoly[m , n ]:=Module[{list = {}},ListOfPoly[m , n ]:=Module[{list = {}},
(*Do[list = {list,Expand[GeneratePoly[n]]}, {m}]; *)(*Do[list = {list,Expand[GeneratePoly[n]]}, {m}]; *)(*Do[list = {list,Expand[GeneratePoly[n]]}, {m}]; *)
Do[list = {list,GeneratePoly[n]}, {m}];Do[list = {list,GeneratePoly[n]}, {m}];Do[list = {list,GeneratePoly[n]}, {m}];
Flatten[list]]Flatten[list]]Flatten[list]]

Needs["SCSCP̀"]Needs["SCSCP̀"]Needs["SCSCP̀"]
SCSCPInit[]SCSCPInit[]SCSCPInit[]
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conn1 = SCSCPConnectionInit["prometheus", "26133"]conn1 = SCSCPConnectionInit["prometheus", "26133"]conn1 = SCSCPConnectionInit["prometheus", "26133"]
conn2 = SCSCPConnectionInit["crow", "26133"]conn2 = SCSCPConnectionInit["crow", "26133"]conn2 = SCSCPConnectionInit["crow", "26133"]
conn3 = SCSCPConnectionInit["dolphin", "26133"]conn3 = SCSCPConnectionInit["dolphin", "26133"]conn3 = SCSCPConnectionInit["dolphin", "26133"]
conn4 = SCSCPConnectionInit["frog", "26133"]conn4 = SCSCPConnectionInit["frog", "26133"]conn4 = SCSCPConnectionInit["frog", "26133"]
conn5 = SCSCPConnectionInit["hades", "26133"]conn5 = SCSCPConnectionInit["hades", "26133"]conn5 = SCSCPConnectionInit["hades", "26133"]
conn6 = SCSCPConnectionInit["ibis", "26133"]conn6 = SCSCPConnectionInit["ibis", "26133"]conn6 = SCSCPConnectionInit["ibis", "26133"]
conn7 = SCSCPConnectionInit["jackdaw", "26133"]conn7 = SCSCPConnectionInit["jackdaw", "26133"]conn7 = SCSCPConnectionInit["jackdaw", "26133"]
conn8 = SCSCPConnectionInit["parrot", "26133"]conn8 = SCSCPConnectionInit["parrot", "26133"]conn8 = SCSCPConnectionInit["parrot", "26133"]
conn9 = SCSCPConnectionInit["peewit", "26133"]conn9 = SCSCPConnectionInit["peewit", "26133"]conn9 = SCSCPConnectionInit["peewit", "26133"]
conn10 = SCSCPConnectionInit["sealion", "26133"]conn10 = SCSCPConnectionInit["sealion", "26133"]conn10 = SCSCPConnectionInit["sealion", "26133"]

connList1 = {conn1, conn2, conn3, conn4, conn5}connList1 = {conn1, conn2, conn3, conn4, conn5}connList1 = {conn1, conn2, conn3, conn4, conn5}
connList2 = {conn1, conn2, conn3, conn4, conn5, conn6, conn7,connList2 = {conn1, conn2, conn3, conn4, conn5, conn6, conn7,connList2 = {conn1, conn2, conn3, conn4, conn5, conn6, conn7,
conn8, conn9, conn10}conn8, conn9, conn10}conn8, conn9, conn10}

FactorPolyListParallel[listOfConn , listOfPoly ]:=FactorPolyListParallel[listOfConn , listOfPoly ]:=FactorPolyListParallel[listOfConn , listOfPoly ]:=
Module[{listOfTokens, t = ""},Module[{listOfTokens, t = ""},Module[{listOfTokens, t = ""},
listOfTokens = Table[listOfTokens = Table[listOfTokens = Table[
SCSCPCompute[FactorPolyList[listOfPoly], "mathematica",SCSCPCompute[FactorPolyList[listOfPoly], "mathematica",SCSCPCompute[FactorPolyList[listOfPoly], "mathematica",
Part[listOfConn, i]], {i,Length[listOfConn]}];Part[listOfConn, i]], {i,Length[listOfConn]}];Part[listOfConn, i]], {i,Length[listOfConn]}];
Do[Do[Do[
While[t ̸= "READY",While[t ̸= "READY",While[t ̸= "READY",
t = SCSCPProbe[Part[listOfTokens, i],Part[listOfConn, i]];t = SCSCPProbe[Part[listOfTokens, i],Part[listOfConn, i]];t = SCSCPProbe[Part[listOfTokens, i],Part[listOfConn, i]];
Pause[1]Pause[1]Pause[1]
];];];
Print[t];Print[t];Print[t];
t = "",t = "",t = "",
{i,Length[listOfTokens]}];{i,Length[listOfTokens]}];{i,Length[listOfTokens]}];
Do[Do[Do[
SCSCPWait[Part[listOfTokens, i],Part[listOfConn, i]],SCSCPWait[Part[listOfTokens, i],Part[listOfConn, i]],SCSCPWait[Part[listOfTokens, i],Part[listOfConn, i]],
{i,Length[listOfTokens]}]{i,Length[listOfTokens]}]{i,Length[listOfTokens]}]
]]]

polyListWith2 = ListOfPoly[2, 50];polyListWith2 = ListOfPoly[2, 50];polyListWith2 = ListOfPoly[2, 50];
polyListWith4 = Flatten[{polyListWith2, polyListWith2}];polyListWith4 = Flatten[{polyListWith2, polyListWith2}];polyListWith4 = Flatten[{polyListWith2, polyListWith2}];
polyListWith10 =polyListWith10 =polyListWith10 =
Flatten[{polyListWith2, polyListWith2, polyListWith2,Flatten[{polyListWith2, polyListWith2, polyListWith2,Flatten[{polyListWith2, polyListWith2, polyListWith2,
polyListWith2, polyListWith2}];polyListWith2, polyListWith2}];polyListWith2, polyListWith2}];
polyListWith20 = Flatten[{polyListWith10, polyListWith10}];polyListWith20 = Flatten[{polyListWith10, polyListWith10}];polyListWith20 = Flatten[{polyListWith10, polyListWith10}];

(*Factorization on 5 machines*)(*Factorization on 5 machines*)(*Factorization on 5 machines*)
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AbsoluteTiming[FactorPolyListParallel[connList1, polyListWith4]; ]AbsoluteTiming[FactorPolyListParallel[connList1, polyListWith4]; ]AbsoluteTiming[FactorPolyListParallel[connList1, polyListWith4]; ]
(*Factorization on 10 machines*)(*Factorization on 10 machines*)(*Factorization on 10 machines*)
AbsoluteTiming[FactorPolyListParallel[connList2, polyListWith2]; ]AbsoluteTiming[FactorPolyListParallel[connList2, polyListWith2]; ]AbsoluteTiming[FactorPolyListParallel[connList2, polyListWith2]; ]
(*Factorization of 20 polynomials locally*)(*Factorization of 20 polynomials locally*)(*Factorization of 20 polynomials locally*)
AbsoluteTiming[FactorPolyList[polyListWith20]; ]AbsoluteTiming[FactorPolyList[polyListWith20]; ]AbsoluteTiming[FactorPolyList[polyListWith20]; ]

CloseConnection[]:=Module[{},CloseConnection[]:=Module[{},CloseConnection[]:=Module[{},
Do[SCSCPConnectionClose[Part[connList2, i]], {i,Length[connList2]}]Do[SCSCPConnectionClose[Part[connList2, i]], {i,Length[connList2]}]Do[SCSCPConnectionClose[Part[connList2, i]], {i,Length[connList2]}]
]]]

CloseConnection[]CloseConnection[]CloseConnection[]
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